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ABSTRACT 
The invariant factors Xm IXy” - 1 1. . IXy2 1 XT1 of a product C = AB of n x n 
matrices which are analytic in a neighbourhood of 0 with invertible values for X # 
0 are related to the invariant factors X*-IX”n - ’ 1 . IXa2 /A”’ (Aon IX”” - 1 I . . . IX”’ 1 
X0’) of A (B) through divisibility relations of the type 
for certain (ordered) index sets ~1 < ~2 < . . < Tk 5 n, sl < s2 < ... < Sk 5 n, 
tl < t2 < . ” < tk 5 n. The index sets for which such divisibility relations 
hold display certain symmetries, allowing us to relate one such index set to up to 
eleven index sets for which the divisibility relation is also valid. Further, in many 
cases the proof of the divisibility relation can be reduced to the proof of a similar 
relation involving less indices or matrices of a lower order. Both these symmetry 
results and the reduction techniques are described and used for the derivation 
of several systems of divisibility relations, including the complete description for 
the cases where k 5 3 and k 2 n - 3. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The problem of describing the invariant factors ~~(7~ _ 1). . . Jy21y1 of 
a product C = AB of n x n matrices over a commutative principal ideal 
domain in terms of the invariant factors (Y, ]on _ iI . . ./a~ lcq, ,& I& _ 1 I . . . 
[/3zl& of its factors A, B has been studied by several authors (see, e.g. [2- 
4, 10-121). In [2, 31 the question has been answered, in principle, by 
presenting necessary and sufficient conditions in order that a given se- 
quence yn 1~~ _ 1 I . . . Iyz 171 can appear as the sequence of invariant factors 
of some product AB with prescribed invariant factors a,]~, _ 1 I . . . IcxzIcq, 
PnIPn-1 I...IP2lP1. Th ese conditions are in terms of the existence of cer- 
tain Young tableaux. 
It was observed quite early (see, e.g. [5]) that there exist divisibility 
relations involving the pi, CX(, pi if C = AB, e.g. 
x-1 T-2 . . “-hI%Q2 "'ak&& "'I%,, 15 r1 < r2 < ... < rk < n, -
and many other relations of this type have been derived. A systematic 
approach to the problem was tried in [ 11, 71, and, following R. C. Thompson 
in [12], we might describe this approach as follows: 
(a) Find a description of all index sets r]]s]t = (~1 < . . . < rk;sl < 
.” < Sk,tl < “’ < tk) (to be called index triplets) such that ^frl . . . yrli I 
as, ... as,& Pt, . . . Pt, for each product C = AB. Such divisibility relations 
will be called rules. 
(b) Prove that each triplet (ml . . .Iyl, a,( . . . Ial, pnl.. . I,&) of invariant 
factors, with yi . . . -yn = al . . a& . . . pn and such that all divisibility 
relations derived in (a) are met, can be realized by a product C = AB. 
In many cases one can prove that given invariant factors can be realized by 
a product C = AB even if just a few of the relations derived in (a) are met. 
In [ll] R. C. Thompson obtained sufficient conditions on the index 
triplet rllslt in order that it shall generate a rule; these conditions are in 
terms of Young tableaux, and we shall call these the tableau conditions. 
Up to now, effectively, no index triplets which generate rules (and meet a 
certain minimality condition) have been found that do not meet the tableau 
conditions. On the other hand, the tableau conditions do not reflect the 
symmetry properties within the problem: For example, as CT = BTAT has 
the same invariant factors as C = AB, the triplet rllsft generates a rule if 
and only if rlltls does so. However, if rlltls meets the tableau conditions, 
then it is by no means clear, a priori, that rlls)t does so. 
In [7] several necessary conditions for an index triplet rllslt to generate 
a rule were derived; in [12] R. C. Thompson presented necessary conditions 
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on r]]s)t for it to meet the tableau conditions. The latter conditions are of 
the self-recursive type, i.e., they are formulated in terms of index triplets 
(of lower order) which also meet the tableau conditions. In Section 3 we 
shall give a full description of all index triplets (r-1 < r2 < 7-3, s1 < s2 < 
sg, tl < tz < t3) which generate rules by proving that the self-recursive 
conditions of Thompson are necessary and sufficient for k = 3. 
In this paper we shall consider matrices over the ring of germs of func- 
tions holomorphic at 0 E @ only; thus the invariant factors of C, A, and 
B appear as XYn 1x7” - 1 I . . . 1X71, Xan IX”TL - 1 I . . 1x*1, XPn IxOn - 1 I . . IXBl, 
where yi > ... L yn_i 2 “in > 0, cyi > ... 2 on_1 > CY, > 0, 
pi 2 .. 2 Pn_ 1 > ,& 2 0 are the so-called partial multiplicities of 
C, A, and B at 0. The divisibility relations (rules) then reduce to additive 
inequalities of the type 
However, it seems that all methods used below carry over to principal ideal 
domains, and most (if not all) results probably remain true in that setting. 
In Section 1 we show that the set of index triplets which generate rules 
exhibits several symmetry properties, not reflected in the tableau condi- 
tions. The tableau conditions, however, allow for a kind of reduction, re- 
placing some index triplets by triplets of a lower order for which it suffices 
to check the conditions. In [7] several types of reduction were discussed 
which, using the symmetry properties mentioned above, turn out to be one 
and the same reduction principle. We shall call it weak reduction, and its 
consequences are discussed in Section 1. 
The proof of most results below relies on a special representation of a 
given product C = AB, where one of the matrices can be chosen to be in 
diagonal form whereas the other two are in (lower) triangular form. Certain 
additional properties can be “built in” in such a representation (see [lo]), 
and this technique allows us to derive a further reduction principle, called 
strong reduction. This is established in Section 2. 
In Section 3 the cases of index triplets with k = 3 and with rk - k = 3 
are discussed; as a corollary there is a description of all rules which are 
generated by index triplets with rk, Sk, tk < 7, which constituted the main 
result in [7]. 
Section 4 deals with the problem of minimality. 
In Section 5 we sum up the arguments leading to the hypothesis that, 
essentially, all rules are generated by index triplets satisfying the tableau 
conditions. Finally, we present a survey of those cases where for given 
a, 5 . . 5 ~1, &, 5 . . . 5 ,& all sets 7n 5 . < y1 of products C = AB 
can be described. 
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Throughout the text the symbol W will stand for “end of proof” or ‘<end 
of example.” 
1. DEFINITIONS AND FORMULATION OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Let the n x n matrix function A(X) be analytic in a neighbourhood of 
0 E Q1, and such that det A(X) # 0, X # 0. There exist n x n matrix 
functions E, F, analytic in a neighbourhood of 0, such that det E(0) # 0, 
det F(0) # 0, and 
A(X) = E(X)D(X)F(X) = E(X) r xoa, -0 Xa, j F(A), 
crl > a!2 2 ‘. . > a!, 2 0. (1.1) 
The matrix function D(X) = diag (Xal,XoIz,. . . ,Aan) is called the local 
Smith form of A (at 0), and X”l , Aa*, . . . , XQn are the (local) invariant 
factors of A. The nonnegative integers IXI > CYZ 2 . . . an > 0 are called the 
partial multiplicities of A (at O), and sometimes mo (A) := al+ ~22 +. . + CY, 
is called the total (zero) multiplicity of A at 0. In this paper we consider 
the following problem: Given two sequences (~1 2 ~2 > . . 2 an 2 0, 
Pl > P2 > . . . > ,& > 0 of nonnegative integers, what sequences y1 > 72 2 
. . . > “ln 2 0 can appear as partial multiplicity sequences of a product C = 
AB, where (~1,. . . , an (PI,. ,p,) are the partial multiplicity sequences of 
A (B)? 
In the sequel it will be convenient to consider matrices of several differ- 
ent orders associated with the same multiplicity sequence. This is justified 
by setting ffk = 0 for k > n, when (~1 > (~2 2 . . . 2 a, are given as 
in (1.1). Indeed, if the n x n matrix function A is extended to the C x ! 
matrix function 
ii(X) =A(X)@II~-~ = AF) /, , (1.2) 
thenal ,..., a,,0 ,... , 0 are the partial multiplicities of x. 
Denoting by n(f) th e zero order at 0 of a (scalar) function f, analytic 
at 0, one has, using the Cauchy-Binet formula, from (1.1) that 
%-k+l+%-k+Zf”‘fh =n(gcd {iAkj[IAkj #O 
a k x k minor of det A(X)}) (1.3) 
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and, in particular, ma(A) = n(det A(X)). 
We introduce some notation: by 23, we denote the set of all (germs 
of) n x n matrix functions that are analytic on a neighbourhood of 0 and 
such that det A(X) # 0 for X # 0. Given two sequences (Y = (cQ)~= i, 
P = (PX”= f o nonnegative integers such that ~1 > oz 2 2 ak 2 , 
,& > f& 2 ...Pk > ..., and Q, = /3, = 0 for some m (called multiplicity 
sequences), one defines 
A(o, p) = {y = (ri)y! i 1 y is a partial multiplicity sequence of C = AB, 
where A, B E Be -have multiplicity sequences cry, 0). 
If ff n+1 = P n+l = 0, then one sets A,(o, /3) = {y E A(a, p) ] “in+ i 
= 0). Since the matrix function C E L3, and its transpose CT have the 
same partial multiplicity sequence, one has A(o, p) = A@, a), A,(o, p) 
= A,(@, a). Our main problem can now be summarized as follows: 
Given multiplicity sequences cr, /3, describe A(o,p), or, if one works 
within the framework of matrices of a fixed order n: 
Given multiplicity sequences o,,0 with o,+ i = Pn+ i = 0, describe 
A,(o, P). 
Evidently, since det A(X)B(X) = det A(X)det B(X), one has that a neces- 
sary condition for y E An(o, /3) is 
5 yi = mo(AB) = ma(A) + ma(B) = ?(a% + Pi). 
i=l i=l 
Using the Cauchy-Binet formula for AB, one sees that another necessary 
condition for y E An(o, ,D) is 
Yi 2 
i=n-e+l iEn-e+i 
or, using mo(AB) = me(A) + ma(B), that 
E. I. Sigal [5] 
r, 5 n, then 
C= 1,2 ,..., 72. (1.4) 
i=l i=l 
found the following generalization: If 1 5 r1 < r2 < . .. < 
m 
c yr, I min &i+&ar, +A) (1.5) 
2=1 i=l i=l 
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must hold for each y E An(cx, p). This has led several authors (see e.g. [ll, 
71) to try to determine all inequalities of the type 
which should hold for each y E A(cx,,@ for all Q, @. The idea behind 
this is that knowledge of all ( or, in specific cases, a relevant set of) such 
inequalities would allow the description of A(o, p), and hence of An(cx, ,8). 
Given three sets T = (~1,. . . , T,), s = (31,. . . , sm), t = (tl, . . . , tm) of 
indices 15 ri <r-2 < ... < r,_i <r,, 1 I si < s2 < ... < s,_i < smr 
1 I t1 < tz < ‘.. < t,_1 < t,, we call r llslt an index triplet of order m 
and we define 
Rul, = {rllslt of order m] (1.6) holds for each y E A(o,,@ 
for all multiplicity sequences cx, p}. 
If rllslt E Rul,, we say that rllslt generates a rule. If rllslt E Rul, and 
n > max{r m, s,, tm}, then we say that rllslt E Rul,(n). We define 
Rul(n) = ij Rul,(n) and Rul = fi Rul(n) = fi Rul,. 
m=O n=l m=l 
In this paper we shall give a complete description of Rul(7) and Ruls. 
From the observation that A(cr,p) = A(p,cx) one has that rllslt E Rul 
if and only if rlltls E Rul. There are, however, other symmetry properties 
which are less obvious. In order to derive these we need the multiplicities 
of the “inverse” of A E B,. Now A(X)-’ $ B,, unless me(A) = 0, if, 
however, cr = (cri, ~2,. . . , a,) is the partial multiplicity sequence of A and 
a 2 (~1, then La(X) := X”A(X)-1 E &; denoting the partial multiplicity 
sequence of 2 a by ;r’ a and choosing some partial multiplicity sequence 
P= (Pl,P2,...?PnL one has, setting a+P = (ofpi, a+&, . . . , a+&), that 
Indeed, if C = AB, then X”B = zaC, and if p’ E A,( ga, 7) is such that 
,& 2 a, then p = p’ - a is also a multiplicity sequence. Given a product 
B’ = A’C’, where y, & a are the multiplicity sequences of C’, A’, one may 
replace A’ by the equivalent function A’ a = EA’F, where E, F E & 
are such that E(0) and F(0) are invertible; then B” = EB’, C = F-‘C’ 
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have the multiplicity sequences P’,r. Since p; 2 a, one has that B(X) = 
X-“B”(X) E B, with the multiplicity sequence /3. From B” = iaC one 
has B = A-lC, that is, C = AB. 
If multiplicity sequences CL, p are given, and a > cyl, b 2 PI, then 
a + b > y1 for each y E A(~x, p). H ence, if A, B E B, have the multiplicity 
sequences QI,~, respectively, then for C = AB one has that 
+a+b 
C E t3,. 
+a+b tb +a 
Since C = B A , one has 
y = (Yl7Yn,... ,m) E An(qD) ej +-f+b~ A,( if”, za) 
= A,( L”, p’“). (1.8) 
Observe,that Gaisgivenby(a--(_y,,a-cr,-1,...,a-az,a-crl). 
Now with a given index set r = (ri)p= 1 & {1,2,. . . , n} of order m, 
ri < ri+l, we associate three other index sets: we define 
n+l-r=(n+l-r,,n+l-r,_1,..., n+l-rz,n+l-rl), (1.9) 
which we shall call the reflection of T (with respect to n), further 
(1.10) 
which we shall call the complement of T (with respect to n), finally 
(n + 1 - r)” = n + 1 - TC = p = (p&F, (1.11) 
which we shall call the inversion of T (with respect to n). The following 
formula relates T to its inversion p with respect to n: 
pe = max{l L k I nil + #{ilri > n + 1 - k} - k > 0}, e = 1,2,. . . ,n - m. 
(1.11’) 
The validity of this formula is easily detected from the fact that p = (n + 
1 -r)’ and the observation that (#{ilri > n+ 1 -k} - k), k = 1,2,. . . , n, 
is a nonincreasing sequence of negative integers. 
If s, t are index sets of order m in {1,2,. . , n}, then a (T) will always 
denote the inversion of s (t) with respect to n. 
Observe that n + 1 - T is of order m, just like T, and that P, p are of 
order n - m. 
Using these new index sets, we have 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let rllslt be an index triplet of order m with n 2 
max {r m, smr tm}. The following statements are equivalent: 
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(9 dlslt E RuL(n), (i’) r]]t]s E Rul,(n), 
(ii) tC]]c]rC E Ruin-,(n), (ii’) tC]]rC]~ E Rul, _ m(n), 
(ii”) sc]]r]rc E Rul,_ m(n), (ii”‘) sc]]rc]r E Rul, _ m(n), 
E Rulm(n), 
(iv) PII+ E Rul, - m(n), 
Proof. UsingpC=n+l-r,aC=n+l-s,~C=n+l-t,andinview 
of the fact that the equivalence of (i) and (i’) has already been established, 
it suffices to prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii). Indeed, with the scheme 
r]]@ H P]]O]rC c) tC]]+ H aC]]pC]t H pC]]t]pC ++ &]a ++ p]]+-, the 
equivalence of (i) and (iii) and of (iii) and (iv) then readily follows. 
So assume that T]] s]t E Rul,(n). Take multiplicity sequences cx = 
(Qi)l= 19 P = (PXL 1, and y = (ri)r= i E An(o, /3). Then 
&= &+Plr). 
i=l i=l 
Let a 2 al; by (1.7) one has cz”=,(a + Pr,) I CL i(o - ay,+i--s, + rt,), 
that is, 
.&ti L &, +%L+1-s,). 
i=l i=l 
Substracting this from the above identity, one obtains 
Hence P]]cr]P E Rul,_,(n). Since (t”)” = t, (T’)~ = T, and s is the 
inversion of O, the converse statement follows by application of the result 
just obtained to tC]]~]rC. ??
We shall refer to the index triplets from (ii) [(iii), (iv)] as the comple- 
merits. [the reflections, the inversion] of r]]s]t and r]]t]s. 
In [ll] R. C. Thompson derives the standard inequalities in Theorem 6 
from those in Theorem 3 by what is in the present context inversion of the 
index triplet; a formula for relating p to T etc. is absent. In (7, II.61 the 
inverted triplet ,D]]~]T is introduced. In [II] the complemented index sets 
rc, sc, tC are introduced (with a formula), but only the “complemented” 
inequality C+ pi 2 C,c cyi + C,c /3i is presented. 
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EXAMPLE 1.2. The reflection of Sigal’s rules (1.5) yields the inequali- 
ties 
&n-m+% I &3. fPn+l-a,), 1 < si < “. < s, 5 72 (1.12) 
i=l i=l 
(diagonal rules; cf. [6, Conjecture 9; 7, Theorem 111.2.3]), that is, if ri = 
n - m + i, si + t,+ I_ i = n, then r]]s]t E R&(n). Since the inversion of 
a Sigal rule is again a Sigal rule, inversion and complementation yield no 
further rules. W 
Using Proposition 1.1, one can derive several reduction results from the fol- 
lowing 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let r(lslt be an index triplet of order m, and fix n > 
max{r,, s m, tm}. In order that rllslt E Rul, it is necessary and sufficient 
that rllslt E Rul,(n), i.e. that the inequality CT! 1 yri I cr= l(~s, + Pt,) 
be verified for each product C = AB, A, B E L?, . 
This result was proved in [6] (Proposition 1; cf. also [7, Section 11.41). 
Before deriving any consequences of Proposition 1.3 we point out that, 
in fact, n 2 r, is a sufficient requirement, as no triplet rljslt with r, < 
max{s,, tm} can generate a rule: this follows from 
LEMMA 1.4. In order that the index triplet rllslt of order m may gen- 
erate a rule it is necessary that the condition 
Vl I i < m, ‘do I k I ri : #{j/sj < k} + #{jltj L ri - kl 2 i 
(1.13’) 
be met. 
Proof. If (1.12) 1s violated for some 1 < i < m, 0 2 k < ri, then 
one considers A = diag(X)S, i @ diag( l)T= k + i E ,13,, , B = diag( l):= i $ 
diag( A):= + i E .13,,. Then C(X) = A(X)B(X) = diag(A)y=i; and rj = 
1,j 5 Ti;yj = 0,j > ri; whereas aj = l,j < k;aj = O,j > k;pj = l,j < 
r, - k; and pj = 0, j > ri - k. Furthermore, 
2 -rTyr, = i > e(cfsJ + Pt,). 
j=l j=l 
Here diag(di(X), . , de(X)) E 23, denotes the matrix function (bijdj(X))f,j=l. 
w 
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An immediate consequence of (1.13) is that 
ri-(sl+tl-2) L max{si-(sl-l),ti-(tl-l)}, i = 1,2 ,...) m, (1.14) 
must hold for each r &slt E Rul,. An alternative formulation for (1.13) is 
Vl 2 i 5 m, Vl 5 j < i : 1 + Ti 2 sj + ti_j+1. (1.13’) 
Having established the necessity of 1 + ~1 2 s1 + tl, rm 2 sm,tm, 
we concentrate on index triplets meeting at least these requirements. The 
following reduction result holds: 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let r))slt be an index triplet of order m with 1 + r1 
> SI + tl, and T, 2 max{s,, tm}. 
(i) If(sl-l)+(tl-1) 2 1, definer’lls’lt’ byr: =ri--(sl+tl-2), s: = 
si - (s1 - l),t: = ti - (tl - l), 1 5 i 5 m. 
(ii) lf sl = tl = ~1 = 1, definer’lls’lt’ byri = T~+I-1, s: = si+l--l,t: = 
k+l -l,lli<m-1. 
(iii) Ifs1 = 1, t, = r,, define r’jls’lt’ byr: = ri, ti = ti, s: = si+l-l,l 5 
ilm-1. 
Then in each of the situations (i), (ii), (iii) one has that rlls)t generates a 
rule if and only if r’lls’lt’ generates a rule. 
Observe that in (iii) one may interchange the roles of s and t. 
Proof (i): We assume that s1 > 1 first. Define T: = ri - (~1 - 1). 
Then rllslt and r”IIs’It have the same reflections: (n + 1 - s)ll(n + 1 - r)lt 
equals (n” + 1 - s)ll(n” + 1 - r”)lt, where n = T,, n” = r& = n - (~1 - 1). 
So rljslt E Rul, if and only ~“11 s’lt E Rul,. Repeat the argument, if 
tl > 1, by considering the equal reflections (n” + 1 - t)ll(n” + 1 - T’)[s’, 
and (n’ + 1 - t’)ll(n’ + 1 - T’)~s’, where n’ = T-L = r$ - (tl - 1). 
(ii): If pJla(~ denotes th e inversion with respect to n = T, of rIIs[t, then 
the fact that r1 = s1 = tl = 1 implies that pIlo is the inversion of r’IIs’(t’ 
with respect to n’ = rk_1 = n - 1. 
(iii): Consider the complement with respect to n = r, (= tm) of rllslt; 
this is tCIIgIrC, where 0 denotes the inversion of s with respect to n. But 
tC,rC are the complements of t’,~’ with respect to n - 1, and (T is the 
inversion of s’ with respect to n - 1. ??
The reductions obtained in Proposition 1.5 will be referred to as weak 
reductions. If a triplet rllslt allows no further reduction by Proposition 
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1.5, we shall call it fully weakly reduced. This means, in fact, that ~1 > 
s1 = tl = 1, T, > max{s,,t,}. If rlls(t is any triplet, then there exists 
a (unique) fully weakly reduced triplet FlI Fl E obtainable from rlls)t by 
repeated application of Proposition 1.5, which we shall call the full weak 
reduction of rllslt; of course Fll Sl r may be the empty triplet $1141$, in 
which case rllslt E Rul, as 411414 E Rule 2 Rul; such a triplet rllslt will be 
called weakly zero-reducible. 
EXAMPLE 1.6. (i) Standard rules. If the index triplet rjlslt of order m 
is of the form i + ri = si + ti, 1 5 i < m, then it is in Rul, that is, 
g-y7< I F(a.,+&,) if i+ri=si+ti. (1.15) 
i=l a=1 
These standard inequalities, originally proved by R. C. Thompson [lo, 111, 
are well known (see [12] for the history of these inequalities). A triplet 
generating a standard rule is weakly zero-reducible [use Proposition 1.5 (i), 
(ii)]. 
(ii) If the index triplet rl(slt of order m is the form i + r,+l--z = 
si + t,+ I_ i, 1 5 i 5 m, then it is also weakly zero-reducible: it is the 
reflection of a triplet which defines a standard rule. 
(iii) Inversions and complements and standard rules are also weakly zero- 
reducible, but their formulation is complicated, and they are not easily 
spotted as such; cf. [8, Corollary 2.6 (ii), (iii)]. In [ll, Theorem 61, the 
inversion of the standard inequalities appears, but without a formula for 
the index sets p, (T, r. W 
Next we introduce a further necessary condition for rllslt to generate a rule: 
LEMMA 1.7. In order that the index triplet rllslt of order m may gen- 
erate a rule it is necessary that the condition 
Vl<j<i<m VO<k<r,--rj: 
#{llse I rj + k - (tl - 1)) + #{!ltg 5 ri - k - (~1 - 1)) > i +j 
(1.16’) 
be met. 
Proof Assume that the condition fails for some 1 5 j < i 5 m some 
0 5 k 5 ri - rj. Consider the product C(X) = A(X)B(X) with A, B E U,, 
given by 
A(X) = diag(X2)iLy’ @ diag(X);‘_+,“-‘““t’-2’ 
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@ diag( l)pIir’ - k @ diag( l)Fcil, 
B(X) = diag(l);L;’ $ diag(l)$Li 
@ diag(X),T’irk -(‘I +‘I - ‘) @ diag(X2)2rr1 
Then CQ, = & = 1 and C,“= r (Q + & < i + j. But C N diag(X2)2= r @ 
diag(X)i”Ip, and one has CT=“=, yTc = i + j, so rllslt @ Rul. ??
The symbol ‘Lo” used in the proof denotes the equivalence already men- 
tioned above: we call C, C’ E & equivalent (at 0) if there exist E, F E B,, 
such that det E(O)F(O) # 0 and C’ = ECF (notation: C N C’); this 
means that C, C’ have the same local Smith form, and hence the same 
partial multiplicities. 
Observe that an equivalent formulation for (1.16) is 
Vl<j<i<m, Vl<k<i-j: 3+rj+ri > sj+k+ti-k+i+sr+tr. 
(1.16’) 
If r = (Ti,. . ,Tm), T’ = (T-i,... , r&) are index sequences, then we write 
r 2 T’ if ri > T:, i = 1,2, . . . , m. If two index triplets rllslt and r’I[s’It’ of the 
same order m are such that r 2 r’, s < s’, t 5 t’, then we say that r’lls’lt’ 
minorizes rllslt (notation: r’lls’lt’ 2 rllslt). Evidently, if r’lls’lt’ 5 rllslt 
and r’lls’lt’ E Rul,, then rl)slt E Rul, as well. Hence it sufficies to 
determine all index triplets in Rul which are minimal with respect to 5 in 
order to describe Rul. We define 
Rulk = {rlls(t E Rul~~rl[slt is minimal with respect to I} 
Of course, Rul* , Rul* (n), Rul&( n) are defined analogously. 
The correct condition for minimality seems to be 
fJ(i + ri - si - ti) = 0. 
i=l 
(1.17) 
For a given index triplet rllslt of order m we therefore introduce the ex- 
pression 
d(rllslt) := fJi + ri - si - ti), (1.18) 
i=l 
which we shall call the deviation of rlls(t; to the author’s knowledge no rule 
has ever been derived that was generated by an index triplet rllslt 8f order 
m such that d(rllsJt) < 0. Thus CT= i(i + ri) > CT! i(si + ti) seems to 
be a necessary condition for rl)slt E Rul,. If rllslt E Rul,, and r’lls’lt’ of 
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order k is defined by ri = r,, s: = sir t’, = ti, 1 < i < k, then r’]]s’]t’ E Rulk 
[see Example 2.5(i) below]. Hence one has 
CONJECTURE 1.8. In order that the index triplet rllsjt may generate 
a rule it is necessary that the condition 
&(i +rJ 2 -&si +ti), k=l,2 ,..., m, (1.19) 
i=l a=1 
be met. 
This condition is indeed necessary for k = 1 and k = 2, as follows 
from (1.13’) and (1.16’), and in Section 3 we shall derive the necessity of 
(1.19) for k = 3. Since the condition (1.19) has no complete justification 
as yet, we must consider it as part of the “folklore” (see [12]) of the central 
problem. 
It is not difficult to see that a weakly zero-reducible index triplet has 
zero deviation and that it generates a minimal rule. We present some 
further examples which are convenient for the sequel. 
EXAMPLE 1.9. (i) s = I,,, + k. If rllslt is an index triplet of order m 
such that Si = k + i, i = 1,2,. . . ,m, then it follows from (1.13’) that r]]s]t 
can only generate a rule if ri 2 k + ti, i = 1,2,. . . . This is, however, also 
a sufficient condition: if it is met, then rlls)t 2 k + tllslt, and the latter 
triplet, evidently, generates a standard rule. 
(ii) r, - r1 = m - 1. If r]]s]t is a triplet of order m such that r, - ~1 = 
m - 1, then a necessary and sufficient condition for rllslt to generate a rule 
is that n = r, 2 si + tm+l_% - 1 for i = 1,2,. . . ,m. This follows easily 
from (i) by considering the reflection of rllslt. 
(iii) Rules of order 1. If r]]s]t is of order 1, then it generates a rule if and 
only if 1 + r 2 s + t; it generates a minimal rule if and only if 1+ r = s + t. 
(iv) Rules of coder 1. Let r’, s’, t’ E { 1,2, . . . , n} = In, and let T = 
In\{+}, s = &\{s’}, t = In\{t’}. Th en rllslt E Rul,_ i(n) if and only if 
n + T’ < s’ + t’: indeed, n + 1 - r’]]n + 1 - s’]n + 1 - t’ is the inversion of 
rI[slt, so we must have that 1 + n + 1 - r’ > n + 1 - s’ + n + 1 -t’; again, 
minimality occurs if and only if n + T’ = s’ + t’. ??
Already in the case of rules of order 2 we find that minimality is not 
sufficient to achieve weak zero-reducibility: e.g. 25]]14]14 E Rul:, but it is 
not weakly zero-reducible. 
An important sufficient condition for rllslt E Rul was obtained by 
R. C. Thompson (see [ll]): 
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DEFINITION AND PROPOSITION 1.10. Let r]]s(t be an index triplet of 
order m with n 2 max{r,, s,, tm} and Cy! r(i + ri - si - ti) = 0. 
(i) If there exist Sij L 0, 1 5 i I m, 1 I j < i, such that 
i + C 5ij = ti, 
j=1 
i=1,2 ,...iw (1.20a) 
m 
Tj = Sjt c 4j) j=1,2 ,..., m, (1.20b) 
i=j 
k k k-l 
vm>k>e+l>l: c bkj 2 c bk-l,j-1 = c bk-1,j’ 
j=k-e j=k-t j’=k-1-e 
(lattice word condition), (1.2Oc) 
VmZkZp-l>q: S,-q+g6i,<s,-p+ 2 S@ 
i=k i=k+l 
(tableau completion column condition), (1.20d) 
then rllslt is said to satisfy the tableau conditions, and we write rllslt E 
Tab,(n). 
(ii) We set Tab, = U,“=,Tabm(n),Tab(n) = lJz=sTab,(n), Tab = 
lJ,” ,, Tab(n) = IJ,“= O Tab,. 
(iii) (R. C. Thompson [ll, Theorem 21. 1’rllslt satisfies the tableau 
conditions, then rllslt generates a rule (i.e., Tabm(n) C Rul,(n)). 
Unlike Rul, the set Tab is defined independently of the interpretation 
as set of indices which describe the relations between the partial multi- 
plicities of a product and those of its factors. With purely combinatorial 
techniques R. C. Thompson [12, Section 41 proved that Tab is, in a way, 
“self-recursive” : a necessary condition for r]]s] t E Tab,(n) is that for each 
C 5 m, for each z]]y]z E Tabe(m) the inequality 
CC;i +rzJ) 2 C(.Q, +tzj) 
j=l j=l 
(1.21) 
must hold, with equality for z = y = z = (1,2, . . . , m). 
The conditions (1.13), (1.16), (1.19) can be interpreted as such inequali- 
ties for special choices of z]] y ].z. So it seems that Rul might be self-recursive 
as well. The true relationship between Tab and Rul is not yet clear; in 
this paper we shall prove, in fact, that Tab(7) = Rul’(7) = {r]]s]t E 
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Rul(7)Id(rIlsl4 = 01, and a similar relationship is obtained for Tabs. This 
leads to the following 
CONJECTURE 1.11. For all m I n one has 
Tabm(n) = Rulk(n) = rllsltRul,(n) e(i + ri - sz - ti) = 0} 
z=l 
A further complication is that it is not evident that each triplet meeting 
all the self-recurrence conditions (1.21) does indeed belong to Tab. In this 
paper we shall prove that appropriate selections of these self-recursive re- 
quirements do determine Rul( 7)) Ruls, and Rul, _ s, and hence also Tab(7), 
Tabs, and possibly Tab, _ s(n). 
2. STRONG REDUCTION 
We start with a survey of some well-known techniques which we shall 
use for proving a strong reduction theorem for index triplets generating 
rules. The first technique we shall consider is the method of relating the 
partial multiplicities of an n x n matrix function to those of matrix functions 
with lower orders. For this purpose it is convenient to extend the notion of 
partial multiplicities to nonsquare matrices. We shall only consider the case 
of n x m matrix functions, m 5 n. If A is an n x m matrix function, analytic 
at 0, and rank A(X) = m, X # 0 then there exist E E & and a subspace M 
of C”, dim M = m, such that det E(0) # 0 and Im E(X)A(X) = M, X # 
0. Choosing M = sp({el,. . . , em}) (where ei denotes the ith unit vector 
in P), one can identify E(X)A(X) with an element of B,; the partial 
multiplicities of A are defined to be those of EA E &. Denoting these 
with (~1 2 ~2 2 ... > CX, 2 a!,+1 = 0, one still has (1.3), i.e. 
C&,-k+1 f&,-k+++“‘+‘& 
= n(gcd{l&l $ OjAk a k x /c submatrix of A}). (2.1) 
Now consider A E B,, and let M be a subspace of C:“, dim M = m 
Choosing a basis in M, one can identify A(X) = A(X)(M with an n x m 
matrix function with partial multiplicities Cri, 62,. . , L&, 0,. . . . The fol- 
lowing well-known lemma (see, e.g., [6, formula (3)]) relates the partial 
multiplicities of x to those of A. 
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LEM_MA 2.1. Let A E &, M C @” be a subspace with codim M = 
lc, and A(X) = A(X)IM. Then the partial multiplicities (&i)El of x and 
(ai& of A are related through the inequalities 
C-ri 2 & 2 %+lc, i= 1,2,... . (2.2) 
Next we consider a product C = AB, A, B E B,, and a sub_space M g 
Cc,. One can relate C(X)]M to B(X)IM and A(X)]a where A N A and 
dim M = dim M, in the following way: There exists E E 23, det]E(O) # 
0, such that Im E(X)B(X)IM = % for all X # 0. Observe that B(X)[M and 
E(X)B(X)ln,l have the same partial multiplicities. Further, A N AE-l = 
i; observe that C(X)IM = A(X)~E(X)B(X)IM. Denoting by y,Z,p, the 
multipliciJysequenceofC(X)]M,A(X)]n;r,and B(X)]~,onecanrelatey,a,P 
to 7, g,p by means of (2.2) and the fact that y E An(cr, 0) and 7 E 
A;(&p), ?i = dim M. 
Here we have used, as before, the notation which relates to the matrix 
function A E B, the partial multiplicity sequence (Y = (oi)r= i, to B the 
sequence p = (pi)?= i , and to the product C = AB E f3, the partial 
multiplicity sequence y = (ri)y! i. Likewise, if matrix functions 2, A^, A’ 
etc. appear in the text, their partial multiplicity sequences will be denoted 
by G, G, 0’. 
The restriction technique is particularly useful if the product C = AB 
and the factors A, B have a special form, e.g., if both A, B are lower tri- 
angular and M = sp[ek+i,. . . , e,] ; such special forms will be considered 
below. An example of the restriction technique is the proof of Proposition 
1.3; cf. [6, Proposition 11. 
The counterpart of restriction is, of course, extension or embedding. In 
practice we shall only encounter extensions of the following type: 
&AB=(A$A’)(B~B’)=AB~A’B’=C~C’, (2.3) 
where A, B E B,, A’, B’ E I?,/ so that G is the union of CY and cr’, and the 
same relation holds for p,?. 
The second useful tech$que_c_onsists i: the reduction of a produ$. C = 
A_B, A, B E t3,, to C N C = AB, with A - A, B - B, where A, B, and 
C are lower triangular, or even diagonal, with certain extra properties. 
Central are the following observations: 
(a) If A E 23,, then the partial multiplicities of A do not change if 
(i) two rows (columns) of A are interchanged; 
(ii) f(x) times some row (column) of A is added to a different row (column), 
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where f is holomorphic at 0; 
(iii) a row (column) of A is multiplied by h(X), h holomorphic at 0, h(0) # 0. 
These operations are called elementary row (column) operations. 
(b) Using only elementary row operations, one can bring A into lower 
triangular form; by using elementary row operations and column inter- 
changes one can bring A into diagonal form A N diag (Aal, . . , Aan), where 
(al,... , a,) is a prescribed ordering of the partial multiplicities (oi, . . . , a,) 
of A; if cri = ai, this is, of course the Smith form. By starting with the 
first row (instead of the final column) one can interchange the roles of rows 
and columns. We denote the lower triangular form as the T,-form, and the 
diagonal form with the prescribed entries as the D*-form. 
(c) Now consider the product C = AB; elementary column operations 
on A can be compensated by corresponding row operations on B without 
changing C. Performing simultaneously the same row (column) operations 
on C and on A (B) does not change B (A). Thus, using simultaneous 
elementary operations, one can bring two of the three matrix functions 
A, B, C = AB into a special form; the third function is then completely de- 
termined. 
In [7] the following special forms for C = AB were discussed (cf. [7, 
Corollary 11.4.21) and using according to special requirement: 
D’ = T,T,, T, = D*T,, T, = T,D*. (2.4) 
In [lo] R. C. Thompson showed that one can “improve” one of the T,- 
matrices if one chooses either diag(X”1, Aa2,. . , Aan) (D--form) or diag 
(Xa”,Xan--1,... , ALI*) (D+-fom) for th e iagonal matrix (where cyi 2 cy2 d’ 
. . 2 (Y, 2 0). The improved T,-form is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.2. The lower triangular matrix A = (aij)tj = 1 E B, 
with the partial multiplicities ~1 > cy2 2 . . Q, > 0 is said to be in the 
T;-form [T:-form] if for each i one has n(uii) = cri [n(aii) = cr,+i_i] 
and for each j < i one has ai.j = 0 or n(ajj) > n(aij) 2 n(oii) [n(ajj) 
I n(%j) < n(G)]. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Cf. [lo, Lemma]). Let a product C = AB, A,B E &, 
be given. Then it can be represented in any of the following forms: 
(i) T< = T,D-; (ii) D- = T,T;; (iii) T, = T;D+; (iv) T, = 0-T:; 
(v) D+ = T$T,; (vi) T$ = D+T,. 
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Proof. Multiplying each matrix in C = AB on both sides with the 
reversed identity J = (Si, n + I_ j)Tj = 1, one obtains (i) from the result in 
[lo], but for the requirement n(cjj) > n(cij), j < i. This, however, can be 
met by subtracting (in that order) multiplies of the first, second, . . . , n - 1st 
row in C from all rows below them. The proof of (ii) is completely analogous 
to that of (i), interchanging the roles of B and C; replacing C by A in 
the proof in [lo], one obtains (iii), where the interplay between column 
operations on A and row operations on B necessitates the reversed diagonal 
in B. The validity of (iv), (v), and (vi) follows in the same way. ??
The final technical result deals with special assumptions on the partial 
multiplicities of an (otherwise arbitrary) product C = AB if one wants to 
prove that a given triplet r]]s]t does generate a rule. In the proof we shall 
use the special representations described above. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let rllslt be the index triplet of order m. In order to 
prove that r(lslt E Rul it is suficient to show that Cr= 1 yvyr. 5 x71 l(~y,i 
+&) for each product C = AB such that 
6) a,, = asi+lr Qsi =cxsi+l-lr (_y,, =O,i=l,..., m-l, 
(ii) Pt, = Pti+l, Pt, =&+l_1,/3t, =O, i=l,..., m-l, 
(iii) 71 = x7 xi = x-1, -fryri = ‘~~~_~+l, i = 2,. . . ,m 
(iv) 7Ti+l 2 msx{cx,i,&}, i = 1,. . . ,m - 1. 
Proof. (a) First, assume that erg, = a, &, = b. Represent C = AB in 
the T, = D-T$-form. Let El = diag( l)iz 1 @diag(Xa - aj)T= sm + r Ez = 
&ag(Xb-Pn+l-i )y:l- @ diag(l)iz lr and let C = ElCE, = (ElA)(BEz) 
= AB. Then hi 2 ri,& = pi, i 5 t,; & = cri, i 5 s,. S&ce eac_h entry in 
A(B) is divisible by ya (rb), one can consider C’ = (X-“A)(XmbB) = A’B’, 
where cri = oi - a, i < s,; cx: = 0, i 2 sm;,& = pi - b,i < tm;/?i = 0, 
i 2 &;y,! = % -(a+b) L Ti - (a+b). So CE”=,rii I Cz”=,(r& +P/t.) 
implies CZ 1 x I Cc 1 (xi + & ). 
(b) If+, > as,,,+1 for some ic, then one represents C = AB in the T, = 
D-T:-form. Define 2 = diag(X&i)y= i; & = oi, i # siO; ZaiO = (Y,~,, - 1; 
and set C = 2B. Then ;i;i = 7% for all but one i (cf. [6, Proposition 61). 
Thus, CL 1 ;i;Ti 5 Cy= r(& + Pt,) implies CL 1 7ryri 5 X7= 1 (asi + Pti ). 
The first claim in (i) now follows by induction to C~=~‘(crSi - CY,, + 1). A 
similar argument holds for &. 
(c) Prom (b) it follows that one may assume that cr,; = cxSj if sj = si 
+(j - i). Inversion now yields that one may sssume that a#4 = Q,~+ 1 _ 1, 
pti = &+ 1_-1 as well. 
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(d) Assume that 7.j” > ~j,,+i for some jc # T. Represent C = AB in 
a D* = Z&T,-form with cl1 = X730. Define C = (Xy-i~-~) @ diag(s)F=“=,. 
Then 7; = ~,.~,l 5 i 5 m. If n(aii) > 1, then one defines A(X) by 
&i(X) = X-lair(X), &j(X) = aij(X) otherwise, and C = AB, B = B, 
where Gi 6 ai for all i. If n(aii) = 0, then n(bir) > 0, and one defines 
g by &i(X) = X-‘bii(X),b,j(X) = bij(X) otherwise, and 2 by Eli(X) = 
oii(x),&j(x) = ~ij(X) for j 2 2, all i, and Eii(X) = Aair( i 2 2. Then 
6i = oi,Fi 5 pi, and C = AB. In both cases CyY i yr, = CT=“=, rri, SO 
CL 1 %-, I CL 1(& + &,> implies CL 1 yr, I CL l(a,i + A,), and 
induction to Cjqr(yj - yj + 1) shows that one may always assume that 
yj = +yj + 1, j # T. The results as stated in (iii) now follows by inversion. 
(e) In order to prove (iv), assume that c = Y,.~+~ < Q,, = a for some 
(fixed) k. Let z = max{j 1 CY~ > a},~ = min{j 1 yi 2 c}. Represent 
C = AB in the T$ = D+T,-form. One sees that y > x, as 7j 2 crj 2 a 2 c 
for j 5 x. Set 2 = diag(Xan, . . . , Aa= + 1, X*r-l,. , Xalpl), c = XB; then 
diag C = (X7-, . . . ,X7*+1, XT,-I,. . . ,X71-1), and for j < n - x < i one 
has TZ(C~~) = yn+l-j 5 n&j) < n(cii). Hence rj = rj,j > X. In 
particular, yri = %, , i L k + 1, and Cy’I 1 yr, I cy= 1 %, + k, X7= l(&i + 
Pt, ) + k I CT= 1 (rSi + A). Thus the inequality CT= 1 7,-i I EYE 1(Gs, + 
A,) implies the inequality Cr= i yri F Cr! i((~,~ + &). By induction to 
C?Z,’ max&, - yrr, + 1T 0) one proves that one may assume yTI: + 1 > a,, . 
In the same way one shows that one may assume that yTk + 1 2 &, . ??
EXAMPLE 2.5. (i) Truncated index triplets. Let rllslt be an index 
triplet of order m. If rllslt E Rul,, then for each k 5 m the index triplet 
r’(Is’lt’ defined b y r: = rz, s: = sir t: = ti, i 2 k, is in Rulk. Indeed, take 
n 2 r, > rk. It suffices to prove that c,., yi I ES, cry, + Et, ,& for each 
product C = AB, AB E 23,, such that as; = &; = 0. As r((slt E Rul, one 
has C,., Ti = Et= 1 yrJ 5 C,“= i +~r, I Cj”= i(o+ + Pt, ) = Cr, : (~8, + 
Pt,) = C$ oi + b t, pi, since I+ = &, = 0,j > k. 
(ii) Rules of coorder 2. We determine the complete set Rul, _ z(n). Let 
rl(.st be an index triplet oforder n-2 withr U s U t C 1, = {1,2,. . . ,n}. 
Set ~~\r = {T’,T”}, In\s = {s’, s”}, I, t = {t’, t”}, with T’ < r”, s’ < 
s”, t’ < t”. Then r I s ( t E Rul, if and only if 
T’ 5 min{s’ + t” - n, s” + t’ - n}, (2.5a) 
n - r” 2 2n - s” - t”, (2.5b) 
2n - 1 + 7-I + r” 5 s’ + s” + t’ + t”. (2.5~) 
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Indeed, if r” = n, then s” = t” = n must hold in order that rllslt E Rul, and 
rlls)t is of coorder 1 in {1,2,. . . ,n--l}. Thusr(JsJt E Rul,_s(n-1) 2 
Rul, _ z(n) if and only if T’ I: s’ +t’ - (n - 1) [cf. Example 1.9 (iv)], which 
proves (a), (c). If r” < n, then use weak reduction in order to achieve 
r’ = 1 s” - t” = n. The desired reduction is evidently possible if and 
only if’s’ - r’ - (n - t”) 2 0, t’ - r’ - (n - s”) 2 0, and n - r” -(n - 
s”) - (n - t”) 2-0. If th e reduction fails, this means essentially that either 
ril = 7~ > min{s”, t”} or ? > 1 = min{>,?} after some reduction. With 
r’ = 1, s” = t” = n, we thus have to show that r)lslt E Rul(n) if and only 
if r” 5 s’ + t’ and it suffices to consider products C = AB, A, B E &, for 
which cyl = as/ = a , cyst+1 = &+I = 0, ,L?I = &I = b. Set rc = s’ + t’. As 
1 + (rc + 1) = (s’ + 1) + (t’ + 1) one has ~~“+i = 0; hence for r” 5 rg one 
has 
a.7 (2,. ..,r0-l)llP,. . . ,r0 - l)\{s’}l(l,. . . , rg - l)\{t’} E Rul (cf Example 
1.2). If r” > rg, then 
2 yi = 2 yi = 
i=2 i=2 
i#r” 
Now it is not difficult to provide examples where yi < CX,~ + & = q + PI, 
the essential idea being 
so r((s(t $ Rul if r” > s’ + t’. ??
Example 2.5(ii) enables, by inversion or complementation a full descrip- 
tion of the set of all rules of order 2. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let rllslt be an index triplet of order 2. Then rllslt E 
Rulz if and only if 
1+7-i > si +ti, (2.6a) 
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3+7-l + r2 2 SI +s2 +tl +t2, (2.6b) 
r2 2 msx{sl + t2 - 1, s2 + ti - 1). (2.6~) 
Moreover rl(s)t E Rula = Tabs, if and only if (2.6a), (2.6c), and 
3 + ri + r-2 = s1 + s2 + tl + t2 (2.6b’) 
are met. 
Proof. Choose some n 2 max{r2,s2, ts} and apply inversion, The 
desired result follows from Example 2.5(ii) with r’ = n + 1 - r2, r” = 
n+l--7.1, s’=n+l-ss,s”= n+l-s~,t’=n+l-t~,t”=n+l-ti. If 
rjls(t E Ruls and (2.6b) is strict, then (2.6a) or (2.6~) is also strict and one 
easily finds rllslt > Fllslt E Ruls. That (2.6b*) is sufficient for minimality, 
given (2.6a, c), is evident, and that (2.6a, b*, c) do describe Tabs is a trivial 
exercise. ??
THEOREM 2.7. Let rljs(t be fully weakly reduced triplet of order m with 
r m = 72. 
(i) If rk = tk’, define r: = ri, i = 1,2,. . . , k - 1; ti = ti, i = 
1,2,...,k’- 1; 7-i =ri+l - l,i=k,k + l,..., m - 1; t:=ti+i--l,i= 
k’, k’ + 1,. . . ,m- l;s~=~j+~-l,j=1,2 ,..., m-l. 
(ii) Iftk’_lIrk_l<Z<tk’,Irkr definer{=ri,i=1,2 ,..., k-l; 
t; = ti, i - 1,2,. . . , k’-l;r:=ri-l,i=k,k+l,..., m;t:=t,-l,i= 
k’, k’ + 1, . . . , m; s’ = s. 
(iii) If sk $ t, + 1 _ k’ = n + 1, define s: = s,,i = l,..., k - l;t: = 
t,,i=1,2 ,..., m-k’;si=si+i-l,i=k ,..., m-l;t:=ti+i-l,i= 
m-k/+1,... ,m-l;ri=rj,j=l,..., m-l. 
(iv) Ifs&1 < Z < sk and tm+l-k’ < nf 1 -22 < &+2--k’, define 
s: = si,i = 1,2 ,..., k - l;t: = ti, i = 1,2 ,..., mf 1 - k’;s: = si - 1, 
i = k,..., m;ti=ti-l,i=m+2-k’,..., m;r:=ri-l,i=1,2 ,..., m. 
Then in each of these cases the triplet rllslt generates a rule, and k’ 2 k, 
if the corresponding triplet r’jls’lt’ generates a rule. Conversely, if k = k’, 
then in each of the above cases r’((s’lt’ generates a rule if (and only ifl r((slt 
generates a rule. 
If the triplet r’lls’lt’ is obtained from rllslt by one of the transitions de- 
scribed in this theorem while k = k’, then we shall say that r’lls’lt’ is 
obtained from rl)slt by strong reduction. 
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Proof. It suffices to prove this for case (i) only: case (ii) follows from (i) 
by taking complements (or inverses) with respect to n (or n’ = n - l), case 
(iii) is obtained from (i) by taking the reflections rllslt H n+l-slln + 1-rlt 
(or r’lls’lt’ +-+ n-s’IIn---T/It’), and case (iv) is derived from (iii) by inversion 
or complementation with respect to n, (or n’ = n - 1). 
So assume that rk = i&t, in rJ(slt, and that r’lls’lt’ is defined as in (i). 
Further, assume that ~‘IIs’lt’ generates a rule. Then k’ 2 k by (1.14). We 
must prove that rllslt generates a rule, so we consider a product. C = 
AB, A, B E f3,. According to Proposition 2.4 we may assume that cy,, = 
Q&+1 = a,;+,-1, Pt; = &+1 = Pt,+l-1,3;-i+1 = ^(ri+l-l = Yri+l>i = 
1,2,. . . ) m - 1; a,_ = $6, = 0;71 = 77-l. Moreover, let C = Al3 be in 
the T; = T,D--form, and set M = sp({el,. . . ,e,}\{e,,}). Now consider 
C = 22, where C = CIM,B = BIM and A = AIM, and 
fit:= ~(“ir-~i)=6,+66=~(~i--?Yi)+~(p,_p,). 
i=l i=l i=l 
Using CQ + 1 5 Cri 5 CX~, we have that &i = CX~ unless i = sj - 1, and so 
n m 
6, = ~(a&i)= ~(c+l-G~;__1) 
i=l j=2 
(2.7) 
j=l j=l j=l 
and fib = & . Since C contains the submatrix (cij)T;L= l‘k + 1, which is lower 
triangular with diagonal (Xrrk + I,. _ . , XT”), one has “/j = Tj + 1, j > rk. As 
Tj+r 2 yj 5 Tj, j < rk, and yj+l = Tj if j # ri, one has 
7-k - 1 k-l 
SC=%, + C (Yj-;Jj)=^Irc + x(77; -;r;T;>. 
j=l i=l 
Combining this with (2.7), one obtains 
F -fryri = y1 rr: + SC I y1 iq + y pt: +6, + (jb 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
= (glG.: 16,) +(g’i%: +,b) 
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= 2 aSi + 2 hi f fib - &, = 2 (&; + &). 
i=l i=l i=l 
By Proposition 2.4 this implies that rl)slt E Rulm(n). 
Next, assume that k = k’ and that r)ls(t generates a rule. We have 
to prove that ~‘[(s’lt’ E Rul,t(n - l), so we consider a product C = 
AB,A,B E &_I. Set C = rk = tk. Then tL_l 5 rI,_1 < e 5 ti 5 
rk. Observe that yt < CX~ + &. Let 6 = max{O,cui,& - re_i}, and 
represent C = AB in the T; = T, D--form. Multiply B, C on the right 
by diag(X6)fz i @ diag(l)yz:, calling the resulting matrices E’, E = AB. 
Then 7~ - pi = pi - /3i = S, i 5 e - 1; ri = yi, 3% = pi, i > C. Consider the 
extension. 
6 = (z; @ A;) = (A crj P)(g $ X”) = %, 
with Tl = oi + pt. Then yi = yii, i < e; Tii+ i = yi,i 2 e; &+l = ai, i = 
1,2,... ,m - 1; 21 = (Yl,& = p,,i < e; pi+, = /$,i > t; be = De; and 
hence 
m-1 m-l 
c rr; = c ?rTi - 7% I e(G+&)-(G+fie) = m~1(a.:+/3t:), (2.8) 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
since CfL,’ TrTi - yri = C”i,’ & - & = (k - 1)6. This completes the 
proof. ??
REMARK 2.8. (i) Without the requirement that k = k’ it is, in general, 
not true that ~‘Ils’lt’ generates a rule if rllslt does so: Consider the triplet 
457~~146~146 (it can be reduced to 45)1151)15, as rg+l = 8 = 4+4 = sp+t2, 
and thus generates a rule). It could also be reduced to 4611351115, using 
~1 = 4 = t2; but the latter triplet does not generate a rule. 
(ii) Clearly, the condition that rllslt is fully weakly reduced has not 
been used to its full extent; in fact, we have only used the assumption that 
si = 1. Even this requirement can be dropped, e.g., in (i) if one replaces 
the assumption 7-k = tk by 1 + rk = ~1 + tk. 
If an index triplet rllslt allows no further weak or strong reduction 
by application of Proposition 1.5 or Theorem 2.7, we shall call rlls(t fully 
strongly reduced. With each index triplet rJlslt we can associate a (unique) 
fully strongly reduced triplet 31131% obtainable from rl)s)t by weak and 
strong reduction; we shall call PII 31 t the ~9~11 strong reduction of rllslt. Of 
course, 311 Zl c may be the empty triplet 411414; in that case we shall call 
T II s\ t strongly zero-reducible. Evidently, a strongly zero-reducible triplet 
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generates a rule, which is, according to Corollary 4.3 below, a minimal rule 
with zero deviation. 
EXAMPLE 2.9 i (Certain rules of order 3). Let r(]s]t be an index triplet 
of order 3 which is fully weakly reduced and meets the conditions (1.13), 
(1.16), and (1.19). If additionally, 
(a) s2 = 2 or t2 = 2, or (b) r2 = r3 - 1, 
then r])s]t E Rul 3. Indeed, using reflection, conditions (a), (b) are equiv- 
alent, that is, n + 1 - s/In + 1 - r]t meets (a) if r]]s(t meets (b). So we 
assume sz = 2; if ss = 3, then r/Is/t 2 t((s(t generates a rule (nonminimal, 
if r # t), so we assume sg > 3; further, t3 < 7-3, as rlls)t is weakly reduced. 
Hence strong reduction of the type s$ = sa - 1, r$ = rg - 1 is possible in 
T]] sit or one of its reflections (unless sg = t:! = 2 and rs = rz + l), and 
the reduced triplet still meets (a) or (b); continue the reduction process 
until sp = t2 = 2 and ~3 = r2 + 1. In this event the condition (1.19) for 
k = 3 implies 2rs 2 ss + t3 - (r1 - l), and since rg > max{ss, t3) this 
inequality is strict. Defining r{ = 1, ri = rh + 1 = max{ss, t3}, the triplet 
r’](s]t meets (1.13), (1.16), (1.19), and it generates a rule, since it allows 
weak reduction to e.g. rh - l]]l]ts - 2. 
Observe that the deviation d(rllslt) d oes not change under the strong 
reductions used above. Hence r(]s)t is not minimal if d(rllslt) > 0 (since 
that is not the case for rules of order 1 or 2). The above argument also shows 
that rllslt # Ruls if it meets all requirements except that d(rllslt) < 0: 
s2 = t2, r2 = rg - 1 contradicts d(rl/slt) < 0, so after strong reduction (not 
changing d < 0) one has (weak) reduction to an order 2 triplet with d < 0, 
which does not generate a rule. w 
EXAMPLE 2.9ii [(I,J)-Rules]. Let !,m be integers, C 2 m, and I = 
{il,. ..,&} G I, = {l,..., m}, J = {ji ,..., jkl} g Ieem = {l,..., l-- 
m} be index sets such that i, < i, + i, jr, < j, + 1. Then we call the triplet 
rjlslt of order 2kl + k2 an (I, J)-ttiplet if r = I U m + J U m + e + 1 - I, 
s = 4, U m + Jkl+kz, t = Ikl U ICI + J U C + Ikl. Observe that an 
(I, J)-triplet has deviation d(rllslt) = 0. An (I, J)-triplet rl(s)t is strongly 
zero-reducible, and hence rllslt E Rul*. 
Indeed, if the index set I = 4, then rllslt = m + Jllm + Ikz I J is weakly 
zero-reducible [standard rule; cf. Example 1.6(i)]. If I # 4, then strong 
reduction yields an (I’, J)-triplet r’lls’lt’ with #I’ = (#I) - 1. Since after 
ICI = #I steps this leads to the above-mentioned (4, J)-triplet, this proves 
that r]]s]t is strongly zeroreducible. So let kl 2 1. 
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If il = 1 then q = s1 F tl = 1, and application of Proposition 1.5(ii) 
leads to the triplet Fll S 1 t, where &kl + k2 _ 1 = C + m - 1, and Sk1 = m, 
& + kz = e. Next apply Theorem 2.7(iii) to obtain T’ = I’ u (m - 1) + 
JU(l-l)f( m - 1) + 1 - I’, s’ = 4, _ 1 u (m - 1) + Ik, _ 1 +k2, t’ = 
Ikl _ 1 U (kl - 1) + J U (t - 1) + Ik, _ 1. If il > 1 and ikl < m, then 
sk, = ,kl < Tk, = ikl < m < m+l = skl+l I rk,+l = m+ji, and 
according to Theorem 2.7(ii) one can replace m by % = ikl, i.e., consider 
r=~Um+JUC+m+l-I,s=Ik,um+Ik,+kzr~=t. Henceassume 
ikl = m in the original triplet r]]s]t. Then rkl + kz + 1 = c + m + 1 - ikl = 
e + 1 = tkl +k2 +I, so one can apply Theorem 2.7(i) to obtain r]] s j t 
with Fk, = m = ski, and applying Theorem 2.7(i) again, one has T’ = 
~‘u(m-1)~u(c-1)+(m-1)+1-~‘,s’ = Ikl _ iU(m-l)+Ik, _ i+k*,t’ = 
&, _ i u (ki - I) + J u (! - 1) + Ikl _ i ,I’ = I\{&} c 1, _ 1. ??
EXAMPLE 2.9iii. If r]]s]t is an (1,J)-triplet, then its reflections, its 
complements, and its inversion are also strongly zero-reducible, and hence 
do generate minimal rules. One would expect these related triplets to have 
some special structure, and, in a way, this is the case (cf. [8, remarks after 
Theorem 4.21). However, the triplets related to (I, J)-triplets are not easily 
detected, and in fact, neither are (I, J)-triplets themselves. ??
3. RULES OF ORDER 3 
In this section we concentrate on triplets of order 3. We shall show that 
nonnegative deviation is a necessary condition for such a triplet to generate 
a rule; as a consequence we shall have shown that (1.19) establishes a 
necessary condition for r)]s]t E Rul for Ic = 3. We obtain a description of 
Ruls and of Rul,_s(n) in terms of the “self-recursivity” conditions (1.21). 
Let us start by writing down the conditions for a triplet rllslt of order 3 
to be strongly irreducible [taking into account some of the necessary condi- 
tions for r]]s]t to generate a rule, like (1.13’), in order to avoid superfluous 
special cases]. For (rirzrs)]]( sis2ss)](titsts) irreducibility means 
1 = si = ti < Ti, max{sa, ts} < 7-3 = n, (3.la) 
~2 > m={s2,t2), (3.lb) 
~1 L m={s2,t2} - 1, r2 L m={s3,t3} - 1, (3.lc) 
s2 + t2 < T-3 + 1 (usingl+ r3 2 s2 +t2), (3.ld) 
nox exists such that 1 = s1 < x < s2 and t2 -C 73 + 1 - x < t3, 
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or s2 < x < sg and 1 = tl < rg + 1 - x < tz., (3.le) 
Since 3 + tz I 2 + t3 I 1+ r3 anyway, one can rephrase (3.le) as s2 = 2 or 
tz=ts-1ors2+tsL~s+2,ands~=ss-1ortz=2ors3+t2~ra+2. 
But in view of (3.la) or (3.ld), both s2 = 2 and t2 = t3 - 1 do imply that, 
~2 + t3 5 ~3 + 1 I ~3 + 2, and hence (3.le) can be replaced by 
T3 + 2 > max(s2 + t3, s3 + t2}, (3.le’) 
provided this condition is understood to hold in connection with (3.1a-d). 
Now, assuming that rllslt is a triplet of order 3 which is strongly 
irreducible and satisfies (1.13’), we have that (3.1) holds. If, further, 
d(TIIslt) 5 -1, then ~1 + ~2 + ~3 I s2 + t2 + s3 + t3 - 5. But, using 
2 +~3 2 ~2 +t3, 1 +rl 2 t2, 1 +Q. 2 sg, this yields a contradiction. Since 
the deviation does not change under strong reduction, and the condition 
d(rjlslt) 2 0 is a necessary condition for rllslt to generate a rule if rl)slt is 
of order 2, we have proved 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) Ifrllslt E Ru13, thend(rllslt) 2 0. 
(ii) Ifrllslt E Rul, m 2 3, then cf=,(i + ri - si - ti) > 0. 
Next we consider the case where d(rllslt) = 0. Because of the re- 
sult just obtained, each rule rllslt E Ruls with d(rllslt) = 0 is mini- 
mal. We concentrate on those triplets of order 3 that are weakly fully 
reduced and satisfy the (necessary) condition (1.13), (1.16), and (1.19) 
as well as d(rllslt) = Cfzl(i + ri - si - ti) = 0. We have shown that 
such a triplet generatges a rule if s2 = 2, t2 = 2, or ~2 = ~3 - 1 (cf. 
Example 2.9i), and in [7, Proposition IV, 2.2(c), (d)] further cases were 
covered. All these results essentially relied on reduction, so we concentrate 
on the case where rllsjt is strongly irreducible, i.e., where (3.1) holds. Now, 
clearly, 7-3 + 2 2 s2 + t3, t2 + ~3; 1 + ~1 > ~2, t-2; 1 +7-g 2 s3,t3. From 
d = 0 one has 4 + 7-1 + ~2 + 7-g = s2 + sg + t2 + t3, and consequently 
~3 + 2 = s2 + t3 = tz + ~3, 1 + ~1 = s2 = t2, 1+ 7-2 = s3 = t3. This implies 
~1 +Q = ~3, and one easily derives that rllsjt E Tabs c Ruls: Observe that 
(T1-1)+(7-2-2) =r3-3, Q-1 = s2-2 = ta-2, Q-2 = s3-3 = t3-3, 
SO with 633 = 621 = ~3 - ~3 = TI- 1, 632 = ~2 - ~2, 622 = 631 = 0, 611 = 0 
the conditions (1.20) are met (see diagram below): 
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Before proceeding to the complete description of Ruls and Ruli, we 
formulate general conditions of the type (1.21), and we describe a set of 
necessary conditions for the case where rlls\t E Ruls. Our general condi- 
tions are of the type 
zllylz an index triplet of order p, (3.2) 
where rlls(t is an index triplet of order m > max{zp, ypr zp}. 
A set of necessary conditions for rllslt E Ruls is obtained by requiring 
the inequality (3.2) to hold for each zllylz E Tab(S) = Rul*(3), i.e., for 
ZllYlZ E (111111; 211112, 11211; 3111137 II2127 11311; 12ll121112; 
131112113, 1113112; 231112123, 1113113, 23112; 123111231123). 
(3.3) 
Here the order 1 index sets zllylt are a special case of (1.13’), and all 
but two of the order 2 index sets are included in (1.16’). The case zrll~l.z = 
123111231123 follows from Proposition 3.1. Applying (3.2) with z = y = z = 
12~~12~12 tothereflectionsn+l-s(ln+l-r/t, n+l-tllslnfl-r (n =rs) 
yields the cases zllylz = 231123112, 1112123. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let rlls(t be an index triplet of order 3. 
(i) If strong reduction ofrllslt leads to a triplet r’lls’lt’ of order 3, then 
rllslt satisfies (3.2) f or each zllylz E Rul*(3) if and only iffr’jls’lt’ does so. 
(ii) If t g d t. s ron re UC zon ofrllslt leads to a triplet r’\Is’lt’ of order 2, then 
rllslt satisfies (3.2) f or each zllylz E Rul*(3) if and only 2fr’IIs’lt’ meets 
the conditions (2.6), i.e., if and only if r’lls’lt’ E Rulz. 
The proof is elementary, considering all the relevent inequalities before 
and after reduction (see [8, Proof of Lemma 4.41 for details). 
We have seen that an irreducible triplet of order 3 which meets (3.2) 
for all xllylz E Rul*(3) generates a rule if its deviation is zero. Now assume 
that the triplet rlls(t of order 3 is irreducible and meets the conditions 
(3.2) for all zllylz E Rul*(3), while d(rllslt) > 0. Since 1 = sr = tl < r-1, 
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ri 2 max{si, ti}, i = 2,3, the inequalities for l]]l]l and 121112112 are strict. 
Combining ra > max{ss, ta} with (3.lc), one has 1 + ri + rs > max{ss, ts} 
+max{ss,ta}, and the inequalities with 13]]12]13, 13112 are strict as well. 
Since the inequalities with x = y = z = 123 is strict by assumption, one 
can replace T by T’ = (~1 - l,rz,rs), and r’]]s]t 5 r]]s(t also meets the 
conditions (3.2) for all x]]y]z E Rul*(3), whereas 0 < d(r’]]s]t) < d(r]]s]t). 
If r’]]s]t is reducible to an order 2 triplet or d(r’]]s]t) = 0, then r’]]s]t, and 
hence r]]s]t, generates a rule. Otherwise, repeat the argument. So, by 
induction to d(r]]s]t) one has 
THEOREM 3.3. Let rllsjt be an index triplet of order 3. In order that 
rllslt E Ruls it is necessary and suficient that the inequalities 
&(i + r,;) 2 e(sli +L) 
i=l i=l 
(3.2) 
hold for each triplet xllylz E Rul*(3). Further, the triplet rllslt E Rul3 is 
minimal if and only if d(rllslt) = xi= l(i + ri - si - ti) = 0. 
Using inversion or complementation, Theorem 3.3 also contains a de- 
scription of Rul(, _ 3~ (n) for each n in terms of only a few conditions in- 
volving the “complementary” indices missing in rlls(t. It seems not feasible 
to give a direct translation of these conditions into inequalities of the type 
(3.2) for all x]]y]z E Tab(n - 3), but using Lemma 3.4 we shall see that a 
relatively restricted subset of Tab(n - 3) does already suffice. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let rl(slt be an index triplet of order 3 such that 1 = si = 
tl < r1 and n = rs > sg, t3, and let ,oII ) o I- d enote its inversion with respect 
to n. Then rllslt meets the conditions (1.13), (1.16), and (1.19) if and only 
if p~~o~r meets them. 
Proof. An elementary combinatorial argument (cf. [7, Proposition 
11.6.41) shows that a weakly reduced triplet of rllslt of arbitrary order meets 
the conditions (1.13) and (1.16) if and only if its inversion p]]a]~ does so. 
Further, d(rllslt) = d(p(la(r). H ence, if r II sit is weakly reduced and of order 
3, and p/la]7 meets the conditions (1.13), (1.16) with d(P]]a]T) 2 0, then 
rllslt meets the conditions (1.13), (1.16), and (1.19) [as l+ri+rz > sa+ta 
follows from (l.lS)]. Next, let us assume that rllslt meets the conditions 
(1.13), (1.16), and (1.19). It suffices to show that p]]c]r meets (1.19). Ob- 
serve that 1 +pi > 2 = cri +TI, and that c;r,“(j + p.j - aj - rj) = 
d(pII+) 2 0. N ow assume that for some Ic, 1 < Ic + 1 < n - 3, one has 
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tbat6=C:=l(j+pj-aj-r,) 20, but C:z:(j+pj--oj-~~) <O.Then 
(4 h+k+l+~k+l < ~k+~+~k+l, 
n-3 n-3 
@I c (j+~j) > c (gj+q). 
j=k+2 j=k+2 
As~~+T~ 2 2(j-k-l)+ak+i+?-k+i, pj Lj+3, j = k+2 ,..., n-3, 
one has from (b) that 6+k+lfpk+i < ok+i+‘&+i < 2k+5 and 
6+pk+l<k+2. Aspk+i>k+2,thisimplies6=Oandpk+i=k+2. 
l?iom (a) and ok+ 1, Tk+i 5 ,,k+ 1 One has that Crk+ 1 = rk+i = k + 2 as 
well. As p1 2 2, one must have pi = i + 1, i = 1,2,. . . , k + 1, and setting 
x = n + 1 - sg, y = n + 1 - ta, it follows from 6 = 0 that 
&j+p,) = &2j+l)=k(k+2)= &q+q) 
j=l j=l j=l 
kfl 
= x2j-x-y=(k+2)(k+l)-x-y. 
j=l 
Thusx+y=k+2,thatis,ss+ts=2n-k+l. Aspk+1=k+2,0nehas 
n + 1 -r2 > k + 2, i.e., ~2 < n - 1 - k; so r2 + r-3 < 2n - 1 - k = s3 + t3 - 2, 
and 3 + ~2 + r3 < sl + tl + s3 + t3,i.e.,rjlslt fails the condition (1.16). 
Contradiction, so plla1r meets the condition (1.19). w 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let rllsjt be an index triplet of order m such that 
max{rmr s m,tm} 5 7. In order that rllslt E R&(7) it is necessary and 
suficient that its full weak reduction meets the conditions (1.13), (1.16), 
(1.19). Ifrllslt E Ru1(7), th en it is minimal if and only ifd(rllslt) = 0. 
This corollary is the main result Theorem IV.2.8 in [7]. It is a simple 
combination of Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.4. 
Essentially, the requirement of Theorem 3.3 can be summarized as fol- 
lows. In order that r [IsIt E Rub, it is necessary and suficient that rlls)t 
and both its reflections n + 1 - tllsln + 1 - r and n + 1 - sl(n + 1 - rlt meet 
the conditions (1.13), (1.16), (1.19). 
Using Lemma 3.4, one can translate this result to a set of necessary- 
and-sufficient conditions for an index triplet of coorder 3 to generate a 
rule: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let r(lslt be an index triplet of coorder 3. In order that 
rllslt E Rul, it is necessary and suficient that the full weak reduction of 
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rl)s)t and of its reflections n f 1 - tljsln. + 1 - T, n + 1 - s((n + 1 - rJt meet 
the conditions (1.13), (1.16), (1.19). Ifrllslt E Rul, then rllslt is minimal 
if and only if d(rllslt) = 0. 
Since Lemma 3.4 has been obtained for fully weakly reduced triplets 
only, we must require the conditions (1.13), (1.16), (1.19) for the full weak 
reductions, and not only for the triplet and its reflections. It is possible 
to formulate the necessary and sufficient conditions from Theorem 3.6 as 
inequalities of the type (3.2) f or appropriate index triplets zljylz E Tab 
(see [8, (4.4-4.6)] for examples). 
4. MINIMALITY 
We have already used several times the following observation, which 
can be checked by a simple direct calculation. 
LEMMA 4.1. (i) The inversion and both reflections and complements of 
an index triplet rllslt have the deviation d(rllslt). 
(ii) If the index triplet r’J[s’Jt’ is obtained from rl(s(t through (weak or 
strong) reduction, then d(rIIs(t) = d(r’IJs’Jt’). 
The condition d(rllslt) = 0 is probably the correct requirement for 
minimality of rllslt E Rul; as long as this has not been established, the 
following lemma is quite useful: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let rllslt E Rul(n) 
(i) If any of the triplets rllslt, rllslt, ~J~cJ)T, n+ 1 - sJ(n+ 1 -r/t, tCllolrC 
generates a minimal rule, then all of them do. 
(ii) If r’lls’lt’ is obtained fr om rllslt through (weak or strong) reduction, 
then r’lls’lt’ E Rul* H rl)slt E Rul*. 
Proof. (i): It sufficies to observe that for index sets r 2 F, r, F c I, one 
hasn+l-~~n+l-r,~c~rc,andhencep=n+l-rC~n+l-Fc=~. 
(ii) It suffices to consider two special cases: 
(a) x = sl-1 > 0, s’ = s-x,r’ = r-z, t’ = t. Then r)lslt 2 Fll@~ Rul 
(implying ;7i 2 & > CC) if and only if r’lls’lt’ 2 2 - xJlZ- xlt’ E Rul. 
(b) S1 = 1, tk = rk,ti = tj,r: =ri,i 2 k;$ = ti+l - I,?-: =_ri+l,i > 
k;s; = si+l - 1. Then rllslt 2 fllqt E Rul (implying zl - 1 + tk 5 & 5 
Tk = s1 - 1 + tk 5 & - 1 + &) if and only if r’lls’lt’ 2 TIJ(Qlllt^i E Rul , 
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COROLLARY 4.3. I’ the index triplet rllslt is strongly zero-reducible, 
then it generates a minimal rule of zero deviation. 
A further consequence of Lemma 4.2 is that the minimality issue only 
needs to be considered for irreducible triplets. In terms of inequalities of 
the self-recursive type, nonminimality means that all inequalities involving 
some fixed ri must be strict; in the case of order 3 triplets we have shown 
this for the index r1. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In the Sections 1-4 we have tried to provide a description of the set 
Rul of index triplets which generate rules, and of the set Rul* of minimal 
elements in Rul. The Leitmotiv in our approach has been the analogy 
between Rul and Tab, the latter subset of Rul being of the set of index 
triplets which meet the tableau conditions (1.20) as described by R. C. 
Thompson in [ll]. All available evidence suggests that Rul* = Tab; the 
main argument for this lies in the weak and strong reduction principles 
which Rul and Tab do have in common. The drawback of Tab is its lack 
of symmetry: None of the symmetry properties for Rul as described in 
Proposition 1.1 has, it seems, been proved to hold for Tab. This means 
that the derivation of, e.g., the strong reduction properties (cf. Theorem 
2.7) is more complicated in Tab: To prove the validity of Theorem 2.7(i) 
for rk = Sk, tl = 1 is simple; it means the insertion or removal of a line of 
length rk - k = Sk - k, with 6ik = 0, in a valid tableau. To prove the same 
statement with rk = tk, sr = 1 is already more complicated. Further, each 
of the statements (ii), (iii), (iv) of Theorem 2.7 requires a separate proof; 
in some cases two different proofs. Thus, one of the further objectives of 
research in this field (short of proving that Tab and Rul* are identical) 
might be demonstration of the symmetry properties for Tab. 
As far as concrete examples are concerned, it seems that the description 
of Rul(9) is within grasp now. Unfortunately, much less has been achieved 
in the way of proving that Rul (or better, Tab) is strong enough to de- 
scribe the sets A(o, p) of multiplicity sequences of a product C = AB with 
given multiplicity sequences Q, p of its factors A, El. To our knowledge, the 
description of A((r, p) is known in the following cases: 
(i) /3i 5 2 (see [7, S ec ion V.l]); this includes the case where pi = 1 t 
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(cf. [5 Section 2,1]). 
(ii) ps = 0 (see [7, S ec t ion V.21); this includes the case where /?s = 0, 
which was obtained in [4, Theorem 61 and, independently, in [6, Proposi- 
tion 61. 
(iii) (~1 -cre I 1, Pi -,& < 1, at+1 = Pm+ i = 0. This case was solved by 
L. Rodman and M. Schaps [4, Theorem 71. An alternative proof, relying in 
the (I, J) rules (Example 2.9ii) can be found in [7, Section V.31, whereas in 
[8] the result is derived by means of the Young tableau characterization of 
A(a,@ obtained by J. A. Green and T. Klein [2, 31, which was mentioned 
in the introduction. 
In all these cases the necessary and sufficient conditions for y to belong 
to A(o, p) can be derived from (known) rules in Rul”, thus proving that Rul 
and Tab consist of sufficient conditions for y E A(o, p). The description 
of As(o,P) is in [6], but it is a special case of (ii). The cases (i), (ii), (iii) 
give a description of Ad(cr, p) for many Q, p. In [9] the remaining cases are 
dealt with, showing that the conditions of Rul*(4) = Tab(4) are sufficient 
for y = (ri)f=i to belong to A~(cr,p). The proofs for cases (i), (ii), (iii) 
are also outlined in [9]. 
Finally, one must mention the dual multiplicities: A private communca- 
tion of F. van Schagen (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam), dating back to 1983, 
informed the author that the dual multiplicities 
7: = #{j I ?j 5 i), CXf = #{j 1 CYj 5 i}, P; =#GIPj Ii), 
(called conjugates by T. Klein in [3]) a so 1 satisfy certain standard inequal- 
ities. An outline of a theory of “* -rules” was given in [7, Appendix]. In 
particular, some of the weak reduction principles hold for *-rules as well, 
allowing, e.g., the *-analog of the standard and diagonal rules. The sym- 
metry properties, especially those connected with inversion etc., have not 
yet been considered for *-rules. The description of the *-rules is of interest, 
since a complete solution for dual multiplicities implies the solution of the 
present problem for the original multiplicities. 
Added in Proof: Since the completion of this paper it has been shown 
that the dual multiplicities are governed by the same rules as the original 
multiplicities (cf. [9], Section 3 and “Added in Proof” and the references 
given there). 
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